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NUMBER OF STUDENTS

Over the past year, we have been bombarded by the media
about diversity and the ever changing clutches of COVID. We
are so fortunate in that the very basic fundamentals of this
organization put us a step ahead of the many scrambling to
adjust. SRA has always embraced and celebrated a diverse
community as our differences make us special Further, we
remain committed to provide a compassionate and safe
environment for even the most fragile. SRA is and has
always been a place where human and horse interactions
improve the quality of life for all who seek it out. While the
year was not without its challenges for us, it was a testimony
to the commitment of this community to assist us in
remaining vibrant.
.
Some highlights of this year include the return of our
Hippotherapy program, three full weeks of summer camp, the
launch of our Unmounted Horsemanship program, maintaining
a healthy happy herd and the return of nearly all of our program
students. All of this would not be possible without the support
of our community. This community includes not only our
creative and committed staff but also our volunteers that are so
incredibly generous with their time and energy and help make
our students time here not only productive but fun. The behind
the scene donors that don’t get the benefit of witnessing on a
daily basis the impact their unwavering financial support has on
the program.
These numbers tell a story of how much we have achieved and
are a powerful reminder of the real significance of our work in
the physical, cognitive and mental health of our students. We
are so grateful for the collective efforts of our staff, volunteers,
donors and amazing equine partners that make it possible for
us to improve the lives of our students with the help of a horse.
Gratefully,

Chris Hanebury
Executive Director

2020: 178

2021: 205

69% female
31% male

AGE

16% 2-10 25% 19-30
38% 11-18 16% 31-50

5% 50+

LESSON TYPES
86% Therapeutic Riding
1% Driving
5% Hippotherapy
7% Riding Free
1% Unmounted Horsemanship

LESSON OBJECTIVE SUCCESS RATE
79% Physical Benefit
Cognitive
Functioning
Social
77%
Development

81%

79%

Emotional &
Mental Wellness

100% Safe Community

COMMUNITY OUTREACH
7 Total Vinnie visits
350 estimated number
of participants
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Kind. Calm. Fun. These are the words that come to mind when I
think about SRA. When I came to SRA, I had been riding at other
places for several years but hadn’t yet found the right fit. I knew
and liked Dina from when I was little and rode elsewhere. I was
happy to see Dina again and find out that there were so many
horses at SRA. Over the years, I have ridden a few different
horses. I really liked riding Zee because he was so big and so
much fun to ride. I was so excited that he would listen to me; it
made me feel happy and proud. I like trotting on Radar and am
so excited that I can do it independently. My favorite horse is
Oreo. Oreo is very calm. He stays very still and lets me touch his
ears and pet him. We are very connected and listen to each
other.
Ruth has been my instructor for a long time. She teaches me
how to do things so I can do them independently. I love the way
that everyone talks to me. My mom says that she likes that
everyone knows I can do things when given a chance to learn
and that people at SRA talk to me and treat me that way. I know
she’s right because Ruth lets me groom and picks up Oreo’s feet
for me so that I can hold them to groom; she teaches me how to
ride and work with the horses, and lets me do things myself like
lead, tack, and ride off-lead. Ruth and the other people at SRA
like me and treat me nicely. Frank talks to me and Becky always
says hi. When I wanted to learn how to drive, Ruth and Becky let
me try. Jenny found out I love the horses and lets me come
watch the farriers, which I love doing. I could spend hours
watching and learning. I learn how they take care of the horses
and how they burn the shoes on. Sometimes the farriers let me
help and hold things for them; they answer my questions, talk to
me, and teach me. During the pandemic, there have not been
many places I want to go, but I love coming to SRA.
Being at SRA is calm for me. I like being with the horses and the
people. I know and like them and they know and like me.

FUNDING

2020

2021

Rider Income

25%

39%

Individual Donations

16%

15%

Corporate Giving

7%

8%

Fundraising

19%

13%

Grant Funding

33%

25%

SCHOLARSHIP
FUNDING

2020

2021

Total Provided

$11,905

$34,170

# of campers

10

16

# of students

15

24

ANIMAL COSTS
Animal Expense
% of Total
Average Animal Cost
Per Horse

2020

2021

35%

34%

$4110

$4072

TOTAL SUBSIDY

2020

2021

Total # of Lessons
Cost per lesson

2,878

3,138

(Based on total expenses)

$122

$112

Subsidy per lesson

$72

$62

Total Subsidy

$224,484 $194,556

VOLUNTEER IMPACT 2020

2021

110

133

10,060

13,313

6

8

Total Volunteers
Total # of Hours
Number of Volunteers
5+ Hrs/Week Annually

